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About This Content

Package Contents

 1 x Martyr Golem (New DLC Exclusive Alt Art)

 4680LP

 30x Collection Penta Packs (150 total cards)

 3 of each Faction Penta Pack (120 total cards)

Vanities

 8 DLC Exclusive Avatars from Reborn relaunch cards (Transcendent Monk, Ambiguity, Knight Errant, Commodore
K-172, Feeding Time, Travelling Angel, Blood Masquerade, Wisdom of the Earth)

 8 Battlefields, including 2 Reborn relaunch exclusives (Palace of the Dynasties, Corrupted Lab, Hydra Den, Alter of
Madness, Eden Manufacturing, Western Front, Dragon's Peak [DLC Exclusive], Mystic Forest [DLC Exclusive])

 3 Card Backs (Jade Wall, Robotic Undead, Exiled Decadence, )
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Bonus Items

 30 x Rift Run Tokens

 20 x 24 Hour 50% IP/XP Booster
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Developer:
Lightmare Studios
Release Date: 13 Jun, 2016
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Would not recommend this game. They reuse the same songs from the first game, and overall the game feels lazy. No I didn't
finish it, but this is like a goofy kinect game played with a mouse instead. Not entertained, not amused. If this wasn't an indie
title, I would say it was a cash grab. Honestly, wtf devs? The first game had charm, and while the puzzles sometimes detracted
from the flow of the game, it at least had something to it. This game is just point here, catch some diamonds, oh look at me go.
This could have been a flash game instead for all the depth of gameplay it has. Smh. Stay away from this title.. Great,I just
logged in and lost 3 hours in it before i knew it :D
. For the sale price, I had fun last night. I rocked with a guy for over an hour and we found some helpful people to let us stay the
night with them.

Night time is utterly one of the more freaky/scary gameplay moments you've likely seen in a minute. The number of on screen
zombies gets absolutely insane! SOOOO many!

Game made me crash to black screen with full fans running from my EVGA 1060 6gb = That either means its the game, or my
PSU is dying.

Other thing that's not great is it doens't launch correctly everytime. It can hang and you need to kill the process and restart.

There seems to be some programming issues they can clean up but there's lots of reasons to like this game. What's hilarious, is
how much better it is than games like DayZ and it only just now came out.

Yes, the UI is just like you're playing ARK. In almost every way. That's not a bad thing. There's room in the world for a
"zombie game on ARK engine" so don't let people who say that's a bad thing confuse you - its not. The ARK UI and system isn't
bad at all, it's quite functional.

This game is great for $11-something. Go get online and meet someone and have fun. I'll still recc this game even though there's
issues.. You stand in one place using the joy sticks to rotate view, using a medicore set of weapons and skills to fend off waves.
Itd be fun if it were free to play.. This is a pretty relaxing game. You can mindlessly play it while winding down from the day.
There's feats to accomplish, bosses to conquer, stats to improve upon and some variation in stategdy. It's visually pleaseing,
again with options to change your entitiy color scheme.

. This reminds me of The Incredible Machine but in 3D room-scale. You move a ball from one spot to another using a limited
number of planks, conveyor belts, pipes, fans, trampolines, etc. Even a tiny change in angle of one item changes everything. It's
awesome.. fix the damn long range defense weapons jesus christ it becomes unbarebly to play. 10/10 has kennyS in it xD
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You like Bullet Hell Shooters? Look no farther, Hitogata Happa has been wooping my♥♥♥♥♥since the day I got it. I play a
decent amount of old school shooters, but I was labeled as noob again when I started this game. I recommend this game to the
hardcore players that want more than the challege. It's a quick game you can pick-up and put-down, so we can all get back to our
busy lives. Hitogata Happa can be played on most computers and dosent use much data so gameplay feels consistant. It's a great
game, dont be discouraged by the amount of times you die. Sometime you want to die on purpose.

Do I recommend this game?
ANSWER: HELL YES!. Throw a goat at an enemy, tear his legs off while he’s on the floor and beat other guys up with the torn
legs.
10/10 can’t wait for the arena mode!. poor quality, overly repetitve within minutes. The first game I ever played with no exit
button. Even though my PC is powerful enough to run most games at ultra, this game would stutter and was unplayable.
Refunding.
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